CONSIGNOR CONTRACT TO SELL ON A PITZER RANCH SALE

Any horses I consign to the Pitzer Ranch Sale dated: _______________________
I verify that if I have a horse (s) that will be ridden at the sale I agree to show that horse (s) in
the scheduled performance preview (s). I agree that, when consigned, the horse (s) will be at
the auction and available for purchase. Consignments will go through the ring unless
deceased, by vet recommendation &/or by release agreement from Pitzer Ranch. Any
disclosures will be listed in the catalog and/or will be announced when horse enters the ring to
be sold.
When accepted to the Pitzer Ranch Sale, as consignor I verify that I have read and agree to
follow the Pitzer Ranch Sale Guidelines listed in their sale catalog and on the
www.pitzerranch.net website. Seller agrees to amicably work out any disputes with the buyer
using assistance by Pitzer Ranch.
Consignor shall provide all needed registration papers, transfers, breeder’s certificates and
other paperwork pertaining to the horse(s) being sold by Consignor to Pitzer Ranch within 14
days from the date of sale. If Pitzer Ranch has received all the needed paperwork by that date,
Pitzer Ranch will pay the net sales proceeds from the sale of Consignor’s horse(s) on the 14th
day after the date of the sale UNLESS the buyer claims that the horse(s) fail to meet the
express representations made regarding the horse(s) in the sale catalog or in the
announcement made during the sale. Pitzer Ranch will not pay the net sales proceeds to
Consignor until after Pitzer Ranch has received all needed paperwork. If buyer claims that the
horse(s) fail to meet the representations, Pitzer Ranch will not pay the sales proceeds until the
buyer’s claim has been resolved.
Signed by: ___________________________________
Signature
Owner Signature

______________________________________ - Owner
Owner Printed Name

As owner, I name: _________________________________ ________________________as my agent to act on my
behalf on all terms, conditions, guarantees and/or instances regarding sale of horse(s) .
Signed by: ________________________________ - Agent
Signature
Agent Signature

